We consider the scenario of n sensor nodes observing streams of data. The nodes are connected to a central server whose task it is to compute some function over all data items observed by the nodes. In our case, there exists a total order on the data items observed by the nodes. Our goal is to compute the k currently lowest observed values or a value with rank in [(1 − ε)k, (1 + ε)k] with probability (1 − δ). We propose solutions for these problems in an extension of the distributed monitoring model where the server can send broadcast messages to all nodes for unit cost. We want to minimize communication over multiple time steps where there are m updates to a node's value in between queries. The result is composed of two main parts, which each may be of independent interest: 1. Protocols which answer Top-k and k-Select queries. These protocols are memoryless in the sense that they gather all information at the time of the request.
1. Protocols which answer Top-k and k-Select queries. These protocols are memoryless in the sense that they gather all information at the time of the request.
2. A dynamic data structure which tracks for every k an element close to k.
We describe how to combine the two parts to receive a protocol answering the stated queries over multiple time steps. Overall, for Top-k queries we use O(k + log m + log log n) and for k-Select queries O( 1 ε 2 log 1 δ + log m + log 2 log n) messages in expectation. These results are shown to be asymptotically tight if m is not too small.
Introduction

Model
We consider the distributed monitoring model, introduced by Cormode, Muthukrishnan, and Yi in [2] , in which there are n distributed nodes, each uniquely identified by an identifier (ID) from the set {1, . . . , n}, connected to a single server. Each node observes a stream of data items over time, i.e. at any discrete time step t node i observes a data item d t i . We assume that the data items have a total order and denote by rank(d) the position of data item d in the sorted ordering. Furthermore, we assume that the sorted ordering is unique, i.e. for each data items d i and
The server is asked to, given a query at time t, compute an output f (t) which depends on the data items d t i with i = 1, . . . , n observed across all distributed streams. The exact definition of f (·) depends on the concrete problems under consideration, which are defined in the section below. For the solution of these problems, we are interested in both, exact and approximation algorithms. An exact algorithm computes the (unique) output f (t) with probability 1. An ε-approximation of f (t) is an outputf (t) of the server such that (1 − ε)f (t) ≤ f (t) ≤ (1 + ε)f (t) holds. We call an algorithm that provides an ε-approximation with probability at least 1 − δ, an (ε, δ)-approximation algorithm. We say an algorithm is correct with high probability, if for a given constant c > 1 it is correct with probability at least 1 − n −c .
Communication Network
To be able to compute the output, the nodes and the server can communicate with each other by exchanging single cast messages or by broadcast messages sent by the server and received by all nodes. Both types of communication are instantaneous and have unit cost per message. That is, sending a single message to one specific node incurs cost of one and so does one broadcast message. Each message has a size of O B + log(n) + log(log(
bits, where B denotes the number of bits needed to encode a data item. A message will usually, besides a constant number of control bits, consist of a data item, a node ID and an identifier to distinguish between messages of different instances of an algorithm applied in parallel (as done when using standard probability amplification techniques). A broadcast channel is an extension to [2] , which was originally proposed in [13] and afterwards applied in [4, 5, 17] . Between any two time steps we allow a communication protocol to take place, which may use a polylogarithmic number of rounds. The optimization goal is the minimization of the communication complexity, given by the total number of exchanged messages, required to answer the posed requests or rebuild the data structure.
Problem Description In this work, we consider two basic problems that are related to the rank of the data items: (1) Compute exactly (all of) the k smallest data items observed by the nodes at the current time step t and (2) output an (ε, δ)-approximation of the data item with rank k. Formally, let π t denote the permutation of the node IDs {1, . . . , n} such that π t (i) gives the index of the data item with rank i at time t, i.e. i = rank(d t πt(i) ). First, we denote the Top-k-Problem as the output {d t πt (1) , . . . , d t πt(k) } for a given 1 ≤ k ≤ n and we consider exact algorithms for this problem. Second, we consider the approx. k-Select Problem which is to output one data item d ∈ {d t πt((1−ε)k) , . . . , d t πt((1+ε)k) }. We consider (ε, δ)-approximation algorithms, i.e. an algorithm outputs such a data item d correctly with probability at least 1−δ.
Distributed Data Structure We develop a data structure which supports the following operations:
INITIALIZE():
Set up the data structure (the nodes may already have observed data items).
REFRESH():
Is called by the server if a request is made and the data structure is already initialized.
holds with probability at least 1 − log c ′ (n) for some suitable constants c, c ′ .
ROUGH-RANK queries are used to receive an element as a basis for further computations in our protocols. We consider a distributed data stream in our model as a sensor node observing its environment by explicitly calling an UPDATE operation to overwrite its previous observation by a new one.
Our Contribution
In this paper we propose exact algorithms for the k currently lowest observed values or approximation algorithms for a value with rank in [(1 − ε)k, (1 + ε)k] with probability (1−δ). Our data structure is based on single-shot computations which are of independent interest: Table 2 . Table 2 : Summary of results using our new data structure.
In Section 4.3 we describe how to combine the one-shot computations with the given data item from the ROUGH-RANK operation supported by our data structure. This leads to the overall bound of Θ(k + log(m) + log(log(n))) messages in expectation for Top-k queries. The bound on the number of messages is asymptotically tight if m ≥ log(n) holds where m denotes the number of UPDATEs since the last query. For k-Select queries and applying the same combination as above, this protocol uses Θ 1 ε 2 log( 1 δ ) + log(m) + log 2 (log(n)) messages in expectation, where the bound on the number of messages is asymptotically tight if m ≥ log log(log(n)) (n) holds. Furthermore, we parameterize our algorithms such that it is possible to choose a trade-off between the number of messages used and the number of communication rounds, i.e. time, used to process the queries.
Related Work
Cormode, Muthukrishnan, and Yi introduce the Continuous Monitoring Model [2] with an emphasis on systems consisting of n nodes generating or observing distributed data streams and a designated coordinator. In this model the coordinator is asked to continuously compute a function, i.e. to compute a new output with respect to all observations made up to that point. The objective is to aim at minimising the total communication between the nodes and the coordinator. We enhance the continuous monitoring model (as proposed by Cormode, Muthukrishnan, and Yi in [13] ) by a broadcast channel. Note, that we are not strictly continuous in the sense that we introduce a dynamic data structure which only computes a function, if there is a query for it. However, there is still a continuous aspect: In every time step, our data structure maintains elements close to all possible ranks in order to quickly answer queries if needed.
An interesting area of problems within this model are threshold functions: The coordinator has to decide whether the function value (based on all observations) has reached a given threshold τ . For well structured functions (e.g. count-distinct or the sum-problem) asymptotically optimal bounds are known [2, 13] . Functions which do not provide such structures (e.g. the entropy [1] ), turn out to require much more communication volume.
A related problem is considered in [12] . In their work, Babcock and Olston consider a variant of the distributed top-k monitoring problem: There is a set of objects {O 1 , . . . , O n } given, in which each object has a numeric value. The stream of data items updates these numeric values (of the given objects). In case each object is associated with exactly one node, their problem is to monitor the k largest values. Babcock and Olston have shown by an empirical evaluation, that the amount of communication is by an order of magnitude lower than that of a naive approach.
A model related to our (sub-)problem of finding the k-th largest values, and exploiting a broadcast channel is investigated by the shout-echo model [14, 15] : A communication round is defined as a broadcast by a single node, which is replied by all remaining nodes. The objective is to minimise the number of communication rounds, which differs from ours.
One shot computation: Top-K
In this section we present an algorithm which identifies all data items with rank at most k currently observed by the sensor nodes. Note that when we later apply this protocol for multiple time steps, not all sensor nodes might participate. In this section, we denote by N the number of participating nodes.
Our protocol builds a simple search-tree-like structure based on a height the nodes draw from a geometric distribution. Afterwards, a simple strategy comparable to an in-order tree walk is applied. In order to identify the smallest data item this idea is implemented as follows: The protocol draws a uniform sample of (expected) size 1 φ and broadcasts the smallest data item. Successively, the protocol chooses a uniform sample until the smallest item is identified. In this description, each drawing of a sample corresponds to consider all children of the current root of the search tree and then continue with the left-most child as the new root.
The protocol is given a maximal height h max for the search tree which corre-sponds to the number of repetitions of the protocol described above. We define a specific value for h max in Theorem 2.3. Furthermore, the algorithm is given a parameter φ which defines the failure probability of the geometric distribution.
Else end recursion 4. Server probes sensor nodes i with ℓ < d i < u and h i ≥ h Let r 1 < . . . < r j be the responses 5. If there was no response then 6.
Call
The algorithm starts by drawing a random variable h i from a geometric distribution, i.e. Pr[h i = h] = φ h−1 (1 − φ). We discuss the choice of φ at the end of this section. Note that φ enables a trade off between the number of messages sent in expectation and communication rounds used.
The protocol can be implemented in our distributed setting by having the server broadcast the values ℓ, u, and h such that each node with the corresponding height values and data items responds. Note, the variables r 1 , . . . , r j used in Steps 8, 9, 11, 12, and 13 refer to responses of the current call of Top-k-Rec.
Analysis
In the following we show that the expected number of messages used by the Top-k Protocol is upper bounded by k +
Afterwards, an upper bound of O(φ · k + h max ) on the number of communication rounds is presented in Lemma 2.4. Defining φ := 1/2 the bound on the communication translates to a tight bound of k + log(n) + 1 in Corollary 2.5 complemented by a simple lower bound of k + Ω(log(n)) in Section 5.
We show an upper bound on the communication used by the Top-k Protocol analyzing the expected value of a mixed distribution. The analysis works as follows: We sort the nodes by their rank and determine the number of nodes with height ≤ h before the first node with a height > h in this ordering by a geometric-sequence in Definition 2.1. For each height h, this number can then be used to determine the number of nodes which send a message on height h, which we model by a geocoin-experiment in Definition 2.2. Note that this analysis turns out to be very simple since independence can be exploited in a restricted way and leads to a proper analysis with respect to exact constants. Definition 2.1. We call a sequence G = (G 1 , . . . , G m ) of m random experiments a geometric-sequence, if each G h is chosen from a geometric distribution with p geo h := φ h . We denote its size(G) := h G h and say it covers all nodes, if size(G) ≥ N .
For the analysis, we choose a fixed length of m := log 1 /φ (N ) and modify
′ covers all nodes with probability 1. Based on a given geometric-sequence, we define a sequence describing the number of messages send by the nodes on a given height. We take the number of nodes G i as a basis for a Bernoulli experiment where the success probability is the probability a node sends a message on height i. This is
), i.e. C h out of G h successful coin tosses where each coin toss is successful with probability p
Proof. The probability to send a message of a node v within the Top-k is 1. It remains to show that the overhead is bounded by
The number of messages sent by Algorithm 1 (excluding the k nodes observing the k smallest data items) is upper bounded by a geocoin-experiment C. Let H := log 1 /φ (N ). For h < H we use that the geometric distribution is memoryless and hence
For i ≥ H we bound the number of messages by the total number of nodes with height at least H. These can be described as the expectation of a Bernoulli experiment with N nodes and success probability φ H−1 and hence
Proof. We structure the proof in two steps: First, we analyse the number of rounds used to determine the minimum, and second, the number of communication rounds used to determine the Top-k.
Observe, that the algorithm uses a linear amount of steps (linear in h max ), until it reaches h = 1, after which the minimum is found. Afterwards in each step the algorithm recursively probes for nodes successively larger than the currently largest values, that are added to the output set S. Note, that by the analysis in Theorem 2.3, the number of nodes that send a message in expectation in each round is (1 − φ)/φ (for h < log 1 /φ (N )). Thus, in each communication round there are Ω( 1 φ ) nodes in expectation that send a message, such that after O(φ · k) rounds in expectation the Top-k Protocol terminates.
Note that our bounds describe a trade off between the number of messages and communication rounds, where the number of messages decreases with a small success probability 1−φ. Intuitively speaking, this stems from more larger resulting height values such that the search structure has a smaller breadth.
Corollary 2.5. For N = n, φ := 1 2 , and h max := log(n), the Top-k Protocol uses an amount of k + log(n) + 1 number of messages in expectation and O(k + log(n)) communication rounds.
One Shot Computation: Approximate k-Select
In this section we present an algorithm which gives an (ε, δ)-approximation for the k-Select Problem, i.e. a data item d is identified with a rank between (1−ε)k and (1 + ε)k with probability at least 1 − δ.
In Section 3.1, we introduce an algorithm which identifies a data item with rank Θ(k). This is done to reduce the number of messages for the algorithm proposed in Section 3.2 which uses a standard sampling technique to achieve the desired approximation.
Constant Factor Approximation
The following algorithm employs a similar strategy as Algorithm 1. However, the protocol terminates and outputs a data item as soon as the targeted height of h min is reached. This data item is one of the responses on height h min , dependent on the value of φ. Note that it may not be sufficient to output the smallest value, since the number of responses may be very large if φ is small.
We show that Algorithm 2 outputs a data item with a rank larger than k and smaller than 42 k with constant success probability in Lemma 3.1. Furthermore, we state that Algorithm 2 determines a data item which is at most by a polylogarithmic factor larger than the expectation with high probability in Lemma 3.2. We need this result later when reusing the protocol in Section 4. An upper bound on the number of used messages is presented in Lemma 3.3. We shortly state how to amplify the success probability to 1 − δ ′ for a given δ ′ > 0 in Theorem 3.4. α out of k nodes with a random height at least h min . Let X 1 be drawn by a binomial distribution
Server defines
. On the other hand, the event that X is (strictly) larger than 42k holds, if there are less than (1/φ) α out of 42k nodes with a random height of at least h min . Let X 2 be drawn by a binomial distribution Bin(n = 42k, p = φ hmin−1 ).
For a given constant c > 8 there exist constants c 1 , c 2 > 1, such that the CoFaSel Protocol as given in Algorithm 2 outputs a data item d with a rank in [log c1 (n) · 7k, log c2 (n) · 7k] with probability at least 1 − n −c .
Proof. We use the same simple argumentation as in Lemma 3.1, but instead consider a larger amount of nodes that participate in the binomial experiment. Let X denote the rank of the data item d which is identified by Algorithm 2, and let Y be drawn by Bin(n = 7k log 
′ be a given constant. The algorithm CoFaSelAmp determines a data item d with rank at least k and at most 42k with probability at least 1 − δ ′ using O(
) messages in expectation and h max − h min + 2 communication rounds.
Approximate k-Select
In this section we propose an algorithm which is based on the algorithm from the previous section. Here, we aim for an (ε, δ)-approximation of the k-Selection problem for a single time step. Using the approximation given by CoFaSelAmp, which gives a data item d with a rank between k and 42k with probability at least 1 − δ ′ , a simple standard sampling strategy is applied afterwards. Note that only those nodes take place in this strategy which observed a data item d i smaller than d.
1. Call CoFaSelAmp(h max , φ, k, δ ′ ) and obtain data item d. 5. The server sorts these values and outputs d K , the p · k-th smallest item.
Each node i with
In the following, we show that Algorithm 3 is an (ε, δ)-approximation of the k-Selection protocol in Theorem 3.5. We discuss a possible choice of parameters in Corollary 3.6. 
We omit the proof for the correctness of the algorithm, i.e. with demanded probability the k-th smallest data item is approximated, since it is based on a simple argument using Chernoff bounds.
It remains to show the upper bound on the number of messages used. Formally, we apply the law of total expectation and consider the events that the CoFaSelAmp protocol determined a data item d with rank k ≤ rank(d) ≤ 42k and the event rank(d) > 42k.
Observe that the sampling process in steps 2 and 3 yields O( S ε,δ messages in expectation. Since the probability for this event is upper bounded by δ ′ , the conditional expected number of messages is
For the sake of self containment we propose a bound which considers all nodes to take part in the protocol (N = n). Note, that the CoFaSelAmp protocol outputs a value with rank smaller than 7k · polylog (n) w.h.p. (c.f. Lemma 3.2). Corollary 3.6. Let c be a sufficiently large constant. Furthermore, let N = n, φ := 1 2 , h max := log n, and δ ′ := 1 log c (n) . The protocol uses an amount of at most O(S ε,δ + log(n) log(log(n))) messages in expectation and log( n k ) rounds of communication.
This represents the case that a small number of messages and a large number of communication rounds are used. This observation is complemented by a lower bound of Ω(log(n)) in Section 5. Note, that this bound can be reduced to O(S ε,δ +log(n)) by running one instance of CoFaSel until h ′ min := ⌈log(7k)⌉+c and denote the output (i.e. the smallest data item) as d. The Approx. k-Select Protocol is then applied only on nodes that observed data items smaller than d. 
Multiple Time Step Computation:
A Fully Dynamic Distributed Data Structure
In this section we consider computations of Top-k or approx. k-Select for multiple time steps. We use a dynamic data structure to keep rough information such that a required computation can be executed more efficiently. The main part of this section focuses on computing an element with rank close to k utilizing our data structure. The final results for answering the queries on the basis of this element are described in Section 4.3. Our basic idea is to maintain a structure similar to the trees (to be more precise, only the left-most path) used to identify the (approximately) k'th smallest items in the previous chapters. The data structure maintains the rough rank sketch which is defined as follows: Definition 4.1 (Rough Rank Sketch (RRS)). A data structure for the approximate k-select problem fulfills the RRS property if a request for the data item of rank k will be answered with an item of rank in [k, log c (n) · k] with probability at least 1 − log −c (n).
We divide the ranks 1, . . . , n into classes. The goal is that a data item of each class (representative) is contained in our data structure. The height of a class represents the expected maximum height found within this class, such that our representative will have a height value within the noted bounds.
Let H := log 1 /φ (log(n)). The idea of classes is captured in the following definition: We omit the time step t in our notation whenever it is clear from the context. 
Correctness of INITIALIZE
We start by analyzing the outcome of the INITIALIZE operation. In this, we show that a class is well-shaped with sufficiently large probability in Lemma 4.5 
holds. 3. Choose a ℓ ∈ S ℓ,1 and r ℓ ∈ S ℓ,2 uniformly at random.
then delete all (h j , d j ) pairs from DS, where d j ∈ S ℓ holds. 3. Draw a new value from the geometric distribution with p = (1 − φ) and redefine h i := min{h i , h max }.
REFRESH() [
Repeat until all classes are filled, i.e. ∀ℓ ∃a ℓ ∈ S ℓ,1 , r ℓ ∈ S ℓ,2 ] 1. define t := t + 1 2. Determine level ℓ such that all classes C ℓ ′ , ℓ ′ > ℓ are filled, more formally ∀ℓ 
ROUGH-RANK(k)
⊲ k denotes a rank 1. Determine ℓ such that k ∈ C ℓ−1 holds. 2. Output representative r ℓ ∈ S ℓ,2 . and argue that the data structure yields a RR-Sketch in Theorem 4.7, afterwards.
Lemma 4.5. Let ℓ ∈ N. After an execution of INITIALIZE, the class C ℓ is well-shaped with probability at least 1 − log −c (n), for some constant c.
Proof. Fix a sub class C ℓ,τ and consider the data items
The sub class admits the well-shaped property, if each data item has a height of at most h := (ℓ8κ + (2τ + 3)κ)H . To this end, we upper bound the probability that there is a data item with a height of at least h by applying union bound as follows:
Since there are 4 sub classes in class C ℓ , the probability that there exists a data item which prevents the class to be well shaped is upper bounded by 4 log −κ (n) applying union bound once again. Lemma 4.6. Consider a sub class C ℓ,τ ′ , with τ ′ ∈ {1, 2}. There is a data item d i ∈ C ℓ,τ ′ with h i > (ℓ8κ + (2τ ′ + 1)κ)H with high probability.
Proof. Recall that for a fixed data item d i and sensor node i the probability for h i > h is φ h . Here we simply upper bound the probability that each data item in the sub class has a height of at most h as follows:
for some constant c.
Theorem 4.7. After execution of INITIALIZE for each rank k exists a data item in the data structure with rank between k and k · log c (n) with probability at
Proof. First consider a fixed class C ℓ for a fixed ℓ ∈ N. Based on Lemma 4.5 we can show that the distribution of the random heights is well-shaped with probability at least 1 − log −c * (n) for a constant c * . Now, with high probability there is a data item with such a height for sufficiently large κ and n due to Lemma 4.6. We may in fact choose c * such that the probabilities for both to occur is at least 1 − log −c * (n). These observations together show that there is a data item d ′ τ identified and stored in DS and thus, for each request k ∈ C ℓ−1 the algorithm has identified a representative in C ℓ as a response with a rank only by a polylogarithmic factor larger than k.
Furthermore, note that there are at most log(n) number of classes. The argument stated above applied to each class leads to the desired result, where (applying union bound) also shows the desired success probability of 1 − log −(c * −1) (n). Now we have shown that the Rough Rank Sketch is calculated by executing INITIALIZE with certain probability. To analyze the number of messages in expectation and the number communication rounds we refer to Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4, respectively. Since INITIALIZE is strongly based on the CoFaSel protocol, similar arguments hold for this section, again. However, note that the repetitions of the algorithm to obtain representatives a ℓ and r ℓ for each level ℓ and thus for each class C ℓ is not straight forward. A complete recomputation from scratch until all representatives are obtained introduces a factor of log * (n) to the communication costs and rounds. For this simply observe that there are at most log(n) different classes C ℓ , for which However, here only for those levels the CoFaSel protocol is called, where a ℓ and r ℓ is not known leading to additional constant factor overhead (in expectation).
Correctness of REFRESH
In the previous subsection we have shown that the algorithm INITIALIZE computes a Rough Rank Sketch for a fixed time step. In this section we show that the REFRESH method preserves and / or rebuild parts of the data structure such that a Rough Rank Sketch is achieved after m UPDATES took place. We analyze two different scenarios and analyze the probability of the scenario to occur: The representative of the class itself is UPDATED and thus, the class gets deleted and the case that the representative does not get an UPDATE, but the rank does not reflect the situation correctly at the next time step t + 1.
UPDATE to a representative
We analyze the probability that the alarm a ℓ or the representative r ℓ of a class C ℓ is updated and thus, the class gets deleted from the data structure. This is okay, if there are sufficiently many UPDATEs, i.e. m is sufficiently large. However, if m is small compared to the number of data items sub classes C ℓ,1 and C ℓ,2 consists of, the probability to choose exactly a ℓ or r ℓ for an UPDATE and thus delete from the data structure is small, as Lemma 4.8 states. The proof can be found in the appendix.
Lemma 4.8. Let m be the number of UPDATE operations since INITIALIZE or REFRESH is called. Let C ℓ be a class with m < log ℓ8κ (n). The representative of C i did not get an update with probability at least 1 − log −c (n), for a constant c.
Proof. Recall that the algorithm deletes the element d i from DS if UPDATE(i, d) is called for an arbitrary d. The probability that the representative is updated is maximized if the UPDATE operations occur on m different nodes.
The size of C ℓ,τ ′ is at least log
and m ≤ M = log ℓ8κ+1 (n). The probability for Algorithm 4 to randomly choose one of these nodes as a representative is upper bounded by the term 2 log −2κ (n) ≤ log −c (n).
Push representative out of class
We want to estimate the probability that some representative d i from our data structure was in C t ℓ but not in C t+1 ℓ . We start our analysis with a result on the rank of a data item, given the randomly drawn height in Lemma 4.9. Afterwards, we show in Lemma 4.10 that the representative of C t ℓ is still in C t+1 ℓ , if m is not too large. However, if the number of updates is large, we analyze that the representative is deleted from DS in Lemma 4.11 with sufficiently large probability. We conclude that the desired properties of the data structure are restored after a REFRESH operation (Theorem 4.12).
Lemma 4.9. Fix a time t. Consider a data item d i ∈ DS and let h i ∈ h(C ℓ,τ ′ ) be the height of data item d i . It holds d i ∈ C ℓ,τ ′ with high probability.
Proof. We can apply a Chernoff argument to bound the probability that the rank of a given data item is of a specific range as follows: Consider data item d i and fix the height h i node i has drawn randomly. Since d i ∈ DS holds, d i is the smallest data item among all data items with height h i . Intuitively speaking, the rank of the data item with height h i is simply the number of repetitions of the random experiment until there is a 'success', meaning the height h i is drawn.
We bound the probability for the events rank(
To apply a Chernoff bound consider the expected number X of 'successful' coinflips, where h i > (ℓ8κ + (2τ ′ + 1)κ)H is a successful coin flip:
Now consider the probability that there is a node with a coin success and a small rank to upper bound Pr[E 1 ] as follows:
This can be upper bounded by n −c for κ ≥ 3 and sufficiently large n. The argument for Pr[E 2 ] follows similar ideas:
Now consider the expected number Y of 'successful' coin flips, where h i ∈ h(I ℓ ) is a successful coin flip:
Now consider the probability that there is no node with a coin success:
with κ ≥ 3 and sufficiently large n.
Lemma 4.10. Fix an ℓ with m < log ℓ8κ (n). Let t 0 be the time step INITIAL-IZE was called and t − t 0 ≤ log(n) hold. If at every time t ′ ∈ [t 0 , t] it holds m t ′ < log ℓ8κ (n), then the representative of C Additionally, let M := log(n) · log ℓ8κ (n) = log ℓ8κ+1 (n) be the upper bound on the total number of UPDATE operations since the last INITIALIZE operation.
We first consider the case that m 1 is maximal, i.e. m 1 = M . Recall that rank(d t0 i ) = rank(r ℓ ) ∈ C ℓ,2 holds with high probability due to Lemma 4.9, i.e. rank(d t0 i ) ≥ log ℓ8κ+2κ (n) holds. This leads to the simple observation that
(n) holds with high probability. The argument for a maximal m 2 is analog, the claim follows.
Lemma 4.11. Fix an ℓ with m ≥ log ℓ8κ (n). Let t 0 be the time step INITIAL-IZE was called and t − t 0 ≤ log(n) hold. If r ℓ ∈ C t ℓ,2 is no longer in C t+1 ℓ the protocol deletes r ℓ with high probability.
Proof. Fix a ℓ ∈ C t ℓ,1 and r ℓ ∈ C t ℓ,2 . Consider two cases: (1) there are (up to) m UPDATES such that the rank of r ℓ increases and (2) (up to) m UPDATES such that the rank of r ℓ decreases.
(1) Recall that r ℓ ∈ C t ℓ,2 holds, where
The ranks of the data items in class C ℓ are upper bounded by log ℓ8κ+8κ (n). Thus, there are at least a number of log ℓ8κ+8κ (n) − log ℓ8κ+6κ (n) ≫ 1 2 log ℓ8κ+8κ (n) data items which observe an UPDATE and flip a coin due to the UPDATE algorithm. By the same argument as in Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.6, there is one data item d new with a height strictly larger than the height of the data item a ℓ (with high probability). Thus, the data items a ℓ and r ℓ get deleted from DS with high probability. (2) For this case we argue that it is unlikely that the data item r ℓ which was a representative at time t has a rank smaller than log ℓ8κ (n) at time t + 1 without observing an update of data item a ℓ : Recall, that r ℓ ∈ C t ℓ,2 , i.e. rank(r ℓ ) ≥ log ℓ8κ+4κ (n). There have to be at least log ℓ8κ+4κ (n) − log ℓ8κ+2κ (n) UPDATE calls such that r ℓ is incorrectly in C t+1 ℓ (if it is not deleted). In case a ℓ ∈ C ℓ,1 holds, the respective sensor node observes an UPDATE to the data item a ℓ with high probability followed by a deletion of r ℓ , concluding the proof. Theorem 4.12. After each REFRESH operation the Rough Rank Sketch is restored, i.e. for each rank k there exists a data item d in the data structure DS as defined in Algorithm 4 with rank between k and k · log c (n) with probability at
Proof. First, observe that this property holds after the INITIALIZE operation due to Theorem 4.7. It remains to show that this property is preserved or refreshed after an UPDATE operation. We argue for an arbitrary but fixed class C ℓ . Consider the following case distinction: (1) The representative r ℓ of C ℓ is updated and thus, the class gets completely rebuilt and (2) the representative r ℓ of C ℓ is not updated.
[Representant r ℓ ∈ C ℓ is updated] In this case, each data item d ∈ DS which is assigned to C ℓ gets deleted. The structure gets rebuilt in the REFRESH operation. Thus, the correctness of RSS follows by similar arguments as the INITIALIZE operation.
[Representant r ℓ ∈ C ℓ is not updated] Now consider the (sub-)cases whether m < log ℓ8κ+4κ (n) holds. In case it holds, the representative of C t ℓ is still valid at time t + 1, i.e. r ℓ ∈ C t ℓ ∩ C t+1 ℓ with high probability due to Lemma 4.9 and Lemma 4.10. On the other hand, if m is large, then r ℓ gets deleted from DS (and hence the whole class C ℓ ) due to Lemma 4.11.
Finally, we show the number of messages the data structure uses in order to build or rebuild the Rough Rank Sketch. Second, for the upper bound of REFRESH, we argue using the law of total expectation and consider the smallest ℓ such that all ℓ ′ > ℓ do not need to be refreshed, i.e. all representatives of S ℓ ′ remain in the data structure. Now consider the event that m < log ℓ8κ (n) holds. It directly follows that the number of messages to compute the representatives of classes C ℓ ′′ with ℓ ′′ ≤ ℓ needs O( 
Implications for Top-k and Approximate k-Select
Here we shortly describe how the data structure can be used to efficiently answer a Top-k or k-Select request. Note that the k does not need to be known beforehand, each request can be posed with a different parameter.
Both computations start with a REFRESH operation if there were UPDATEs since the last REFRESH. We then obtain an item with rank close to k with a ROUGH-RANK(k) operation.
For determining the k smallest items, the response from the data structure, denoted by d, is broadcasted such that all sensor nodes with a larger data item do not take place in the call of Top-k Protocol with parameter k. If this call was not successful, a second call of Top-k Protocol is executed on all sensor nodes. Considering the expected costs conditioned on whether the first or second call was successful and applying the law of total expectation, the simple bound on the communication follows: Corollary 4.14. One computation of the Top-k needs k+O(log(m)+log(log(n))) messages in expectation assuming m UPDATEs are processed since the last Topk query.
Exactly the same approach is used to solve the k-Select problem. We define the (internal) failure probability δ ′ := log −1 (n) and obtain the following simple bound by applying the same arguments as for the Top-k Protocol.
Corollary 4.15. One computation of approx. k-Select Problem uses O(S ε,δ + log(m)+ log 2 (log(n))) msg. in expectation assuming m UPDATES are processed since the last query.
Lower Bounds
In this section we consider lower bounds for the problems considered in the past sections. We show that our main results in the previous sections are asymptotically tight up to additive costs of O(log(log(n))) per time step for a constant choice of φ, and O(log 2 (log(n))), respectively. For scenarios in which the adversary changes a polylogarithmic number of values in each time step, the proposed bounds are asymptotically tight.
Lemma 5.1 ([4]
). Every algorithm needs Ω(log(n)) messages in expectation to output the maximum in our setting.
We extend this lemma to multiple time steps and to monte carlo algorithms which solve the problem at each time step with a fixed probability: Lemma 5.2. Every algorithm that outputs for a given c > 1, a data item d where rank(d) ∈ O(log c (n)) holds and success probability at least 1 − 1 log(n) uses Ω(log(n)) messages in expectation in our setting.
Proof. Assume there is an algorithm ALG which achieves the above requirements with o(log(n)) messages in expectation. We construct an algorithm A which first applies ALG and then the Top-k Protocol for k := 1, and h max := log(n) afterwards.
Observe that A uses O(log(log(n))) messages in expectation if the event m ≤ log c (n) occurs and log(n) messages, else. The probability that the latter event occurs is upper bounded by 1 log(n) and thus, A uses o(log(n)) messages in expectation which contradicts Lemma 5.1.
We further extend the lower bounds to multiple time steps in which an adversary is allowed to change values of at most m nodes between two consecutive time steps. It is easy to see if the instance always changes the smallest m nodes between each time steps and chooses random permutations, the following holds: Theorem 5.3. Every algorithm A that tracks the minimum over T time steps uses an amount of Ω(log(n) + T log(m)) messages in expectation, if m UP-DATES per step are processed in our setting.
Proof. For the proof we assume, that T is at most log(n), split T in T 1 , T 2 , . . ., each of size log(n) (except for the last one). Now, construct an instance as follows: Initially define sets of data items S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S log(n) . In each time step the data items for an UPDATE are chosen from these sets. For each consecutive set S t , S t+1 holds that the largest data item in S t+1 is smaller than the smallest data item in S t . Furthermore, the size of each S t is m, for t ≥ 1 and n for t = 0. The adversary chooses a random permutation π 0 which defines which node initially observes a data item from S 0 . Denote the set of nodes with the m smallest data items given by the random permutation by N . For each consecutive time step t > 0 the adversary chooses a random permutation π t of S t and chooses the m nodes in N to process these UPDATES.
Observe that in the first step (t = 0) based on Lemma 5.1 we argue that at least Ω(log(n)) messages are used to identify the minimum. For each consecutive time step (t > 0) the adversary chooses the same set of nodes N to process UPDATES. Based on the construction of S t and S t−1 no information of S t−1 can be exploited by any algorithm to proceed the permutation of S t using less than Ω(log(m)) messages in expectation, concluding the proof.
